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covering the entire scope ot the subject as known in nis aay. inis paper aescriucb vjiay ^

textbooks by using information from Gray himself as taken from (1) the books' prefaces

and his correspondence with botanical friends, and from (2) commentaries from other

Gray's textbooks may be placed into three categories: those that (1) discuss the basic ele-

ments or provide the essential elements, written for beginning students in schools, pub-

1845, 1850, 1853, 1858, and 1879; and (3) have a morphological-physiological orienta-

tion written for use in elementary schools, published in 1858 and 1872. Gray's textbooks

were original contributions that organized botany into a more useful science and fulfilled

the educational needs of the time. They were in demand for use mschools and the public

their use and usefulness ceased.

nigos botanicos, y (2) de comentinos de otros lutorts en revisiones publicadas de sus

bros. Basandonos en sus titulos contenidos e mtcncionihdrd los libios dc Gri) pueden

^ruparse en tres categorias (1) los que discuten elementos btsicos u olrtcen estos elementos

;tudiantes de segundo nivel y universitarios public idos en seis edicioncs it\ isidis 1 S 42



haciendo las revisiones, y por ello cesaron tanto su uso como utilidad.

Asa Gray (1810-1888), considered the foremost nineteenth century bota-

nist in the United States, authored 1 1 different editions of his textbooks of

botany, regarded as among the best at that tune in the United States. Pub-
lished durmg the second half of the nineteenth century, Gray's books were
considered by his contemporaries as models, because they covered the views

m his day. He wrote them at a level o( comprehension and complexity
different h'om most textbooks, in order that they would be available and
usekil to all ages and knowledge-levels of individuals wanting to have in-

formation about plants. Despite their widely recognized merit, no discus-

sion, so far as is known, has ever been prepared on Gray's botanical text-

books. When one sees the various titles and dates of publication, either

from a collection of the books in the library or in lists of textbooks, the

complexity and confusion of this subject become apparent. Gray's biogra-

pher, A. Hunter Dupree (1959) offers very little information about Gray's

textbooks, but his book has provided the chronological backdrop for the

organization of this paper's text.

Because of the merit of Grays textbooks, the> are worthy of being
identihed and descnbed The proteduie in this discussion follows the chro"-

wntei of the pulKcs ind coi Kspoiuk lu c uuh his horamcal hands, and
(2)comnuntnKsiiipLiblisludiLMt\\s.)thistcxib()()ks Hodi ol th(se souices

quoted passages from the books, customarily used in the writing of book



notices and reviews during the nineteenth century, are excluded from these

commentaries. The reviews examined in this study were taken from the

reference list compiled by Stuckey and Burk (1998, in press).

Based on their titles, contents, and purposes, Gray's textbooks may be

placed into three categories: those that (1) discuss the basic elements or

provide the essential lessons, written for beginning students in schools,

pubhshed in 1836, 1857, and 1887; (2) are identified with the word "text-

book" in the title, written for individuals in colleges and secondary schools,

or i-or private students, published in six rewritten editions, 1842, 1845,

1850, 1853, 1858, 1879; (3) are the books which have a morphological-

physiological orientation written for young people in elementary schools,

published in 1858 and 1872. Gray's textbooks are described and discussed

in chronological order of their writing and publication, rather than by the

grouped topic. A list of their full citations at the time of their first publica-

tion is arranged in chronological order (Appendix I). Known reprint edi-

tions based on citations published in TheNational Union Catalog, Pre-1956

Imprints (Compilers 1972) are noted at the end of each citation of the

corresponding original edition. Selected features of Gray's books not dis-

cussed in the text appear as an added summary (Table 1).

A true textbook is, according to the American Textbook Publishers In-

stitute (1949, p. 19), a published work "especially prepared for the use of

pupil and teacher in a school or class, presenting a course of study in a

single subject, or closely related subjects." Textbooks, particularly those of

wide use, according to Rudolph (1971, a, b), are by their nature reposito-

ries of generally accepted knowledge in any discipline at a particular pe-

riod. The botanical textbook is here defined as a work that introduces stu-

identification of particular plants. Textbooks are useful for the historian of

science because they present in a concise way the generally held paradigms

of a period. Rudolph (1975) further noted: "They {textbooks} should pro-

vide an insight into the 'normal science' of the time. For textbooks are

windows to the posture that the science takes when being presen

initiate." The concept of "normal science" con

defined it for the history of science."" The ori

3Kuhn(1970,p. 10)is"





nlosophia Botamca (1751). The Linnaean

iteenth century and stressed gross struc-

ture and history as a tool for classification. This model, which was used in

books in England and on the European Continent, was gradually replaced

by works having greater emphases on plant function and geography. Asa

Gray's botanical textbooks were examples of these latter works.

Of Gray's textbooks, Joseph C. Arthur (1895, p. 362) of Purdue Univer-

sity in his vice-presidential address of 29 August 1895 to Section G, Botany, of

the American Association for the Advancement of Science spoke as follows:

In the latter part of the dec :ade of the th irties h.s first t^ ext-t 50ok, the 'Elc

Botany,' appeared, ar id in tl le decade folic nving the Text -boo k for College

'Manual,' all of whic hwort cs showed a ti loft he best featii

science and the neec Is of tl le time. They ' were so well c:oncc ;ived, and so

demand, that new ecditions rapidly succc ?eded one anotl ler; £md to the pr

they hold a high ph ice m 1the estimation of botanical t :each ers. These w

sessed a specially pot ent ele mentofvinli ty in being the expri sssionofkno-

first hand, the words of the master. In so far as inspirati. Dnwas drawn froi

sources it came chiefly from French and English scholars, of whomDe Candolle the

eldest and Robert Brown were the representatives.

WRITING THE ELEMENTSOF BOTANY(1836)

By early 1835, the 24-year-old Asa Gray (Fig. 1), having graduated from

medical school four years earlier, had concluded he did not want to practice

medicine but become an authoritative botanist. Unemployed and living at

home with his father in Sauquoit, NewYork, he "was requested to superin-

tend the republication of some one of the most approved European trea-

tises" (Gray 1836, p. x). As Gray began to work, he soon concluded that

the European works were much too large, illustrated with expensive en-

gravings, or contained a considerable quantity of information which did

not belong in an elementary work. Gray decided "to engage in the more

formidable task of preparing an original work, expressly adapted to the use

of the student of North American Botany" (Gray 1836, p. x) He resolved to

write an elementary textbook in botany. Gray needed money, but of equal

importance was his desire to establish himself as a reputable botanist. A

these applications wit

hare in expounding th



cbook might initially earn $300, but lIr- proicct also might he ol

greater value to botanical science, for he believed tiiat a new and original

textbook should be made available. The book would be his own, like an
American Lindley or a French de Candolle, arranged on the Natural Sys-
tem, rather than the antiquated, inferior Linnaean Sexual System as em-
ployed in the books written by Amos Eaton, and his student,' Mrs. Almira
Hart Lincoln Phelps. In this creative endeavor, C^ray hoped to challenge
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the European masters with a new standard of botanical excellence (Dupree

1959, p. 48).

Despite differences, distractions, and doubts, Gray forged ahead and wrote

the manuscript during the summer and fall of 1835 and on into the winter

of 1836. The book was to have a balance of information on form, function,

and classification which allowed students to understand the entire science

of Botany. His main concepts came from Augustin P. de Candolle of Geneva,

Switzerland, the master of all fields of botany.

During the course of writing. Gray left home in the autumn of 1835 to

reside in a boarding house in New York City, where he could be close to a

scientific community and to publishers of textbooks. On 28 September he

wrote his father: "As to my book, 1 am trying to make a bargain with two

publishers; the prospects seem pretty fair, and I shall probably get $300,

which is the sum I insist on. I shall have a definite answer in a few days"

(J.L. Gray, 1:54. 1893). Some years later while reflecting on those days,

Gray noted: "[!} arranged with CarviU & Company to take my book. I

think they gave one hundred and fifty dollars, which was a great sum for

me"a.L. Gray, 1:20. 1893).

To assist in proofreading and adding much to the clear, crisp, business-

like prose, Gray (1880) had his 12-years older English friend John Carey, a

gentleman of considerable botanical knowledge, revise the proof pages and

help bring the manuscript to completion through the press. Gray signed

the preface in April 1836, and 10 or 12 days later he expected the printed

book. On 3 May 1836, Gray notified his friend Nathan W. Folwell, as

quoted in Dupree (1959, p. 55), saying, "This preparatory training ... has

prepared memost thoroughly for future progress, and if I happen to pursue

Botany undividedly for a little time I shall (entre nous) be soon the best

be age 25. Completion of Gray's first textbook came before his initial ap-

pointment to a university teaching position, his nonresident professorship

appointment in 1838 at The University of Michigan (Bartlett 1941).

An original work, Gray's Elements was adapted to the student of North

American Botany (Fig. 2). As Gray (1836, pp. x-xi) stated in the preface, its

execution was not easy, chiefly because of the "difficulty of combining rigid

perspicuity and philosophical accuracy with a popular form and a familiar

style." To achieve this goal. Gray further wrote in the preface that he

suited the Theoru Elementarre, Organography VegeUrie, and Physio/ogie Vegctale ot Ue

Candolle; the Traite d' Anatonm Vegetak.s, and the more recent Elemens de Physiologte

Yegetale et de Botanique of Mirbel; the Introduction to Botany, the Introduction to the

Natural System of Botany, and the Ladies Botany of Prof. Lindley; the Article Botany
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edition of the Nouveaux Elemens de Botamque of Achilie Richard.

The Elements' (1836) preface outlined and described the contents, which

basically contained three components: (1) Structural Botany, (2) Physiologi-

cal Botany, and (3) Systematic Botany. The third component was further

divided into (a) Taxonomy, the Principles of Classification, in which he fa-

vored the Natural System over the Artificial System of Linnaeus, (b)

Phytography, an exposition of the Rules of Botanical Nomenclature with

the idea of directing students' attention to this phase of botany whose im-

portance had been undervalued and needlessly violated in this country, and

(c) Glossology, the definition of the technical language used in describing

plants, here confined to adjectival terms. An Appendix provided general

directions for collecting and preserving plants for the herbarium, and con-

tamed a list of the plant families arranged in the Natural System.

Two reviews of Gray's Elements have been located. In the American ] ournal

of Science (30:399- 1836), an anonymous writer, probably its editor Ben-

jamin Silliman, wrote that Gray's book was "the best work on the philoso-

phy of Botany that has appeared in this country, and ... that its merits will

be appreciated by the numerous students of this science among us." The

other review, signed "D," is believed to be Gray's friend, the physician

William Darlington of West Chester, an authority on the flora of Chester

County, Pennsylvania, who wrote in The American Gardener's Magazine

(2:421-424. 1836):

into a clear a

... [by the] e

for study and

In later years, an anonymously written review in the Bulletin of the Torrey

Botanical Club (6:317. 1879) referred to Gray's Elements of Botany (1836) as

the book that provided this writer's "first insight into the science. Wewell

recall the delight with which we read the clear elucidation of the subject

—

delight in the method, for we had no particular experience in the matter."

Gray's British friend Joseph D. Hooker {Nature 37:376. 1888) noted:



PREPARINGTHE BOTANICAL TEXT-BOOK(1842)

AND ITS REVISION (1845)

In 1841, Gray began to prepare a new textbook, even though he was in

the midst of a commitment with John Torrey to write a Flora of North

America (Torrey & Gray 1838-1844). Since botany was widely taught in

the schools, he could at once obtain some needed cash, and because of Amos
Eaton's death in 1842, Gray would be able to reach students previously

served by Eaton and his followers. Gray could also nourish a new group of

botanists capable of using, but who only incidentally were purchasing, his

Flora. During the course of writing his textbook. Gray was offered and
accepted on 30 April 1842, the appointment as the Fisher Professor of

Natural History in Harvard University. With an added incentive of writ-

ing a good text for his forthcoming classes, and realizing the distinguished

community he was about to join, he respectfully inscribed the book to the

most eminent botanist of Boston, "Jacob Bigelow, M.D., EL.S., Professor

of Materia Medica in Harvard University; author of the Flora Bostomensts,

and of the A»/eriain Medical Botany ." He completed writing the textbook in

late July, and arrived m Cambridge in sufficient time to take on his new
position in September 1842. At Harvard the demands of science and the

rewards from society came into balance for Gray, and the Fisher Professor-

ship marked a real beginning there of a continuous scientific study of botany,

as botany now was most important in Gray's life. Near the end of 1842,
The Botanical Text-book for Colleges, Schools, ami Private Students was pub-
lished, having two parts, comprising "An Introduction to Structural and
Physiological Botany," and the "Principles of Systematic Botany." On the

title page was also the identification that Gray was Fisher Professor of Natu-
ral History in Harvard University. He noted that "it was in the course of

printing when I was appointed to the Fisher professorship, so that I could
put that title on the title-page, and have a text-book for my class" (J.L

Gray 1:28. 1893).

As was the situation earlier when writing the Elements of Botany (1836),
Gray met with difficulties and delays in preparing The Botanical Text-book

(Fig. 3). He wrote Q.L. Gray 1:282. 1893) to George Engelmann in St.

Louis, 30 March 1842, saying:
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BOTANICAL TEXT-BOOK
1

PART I.

AN INTRODUCTION TO STRUCTURALAND

PART II.

''"~rrE~Er''""

BY ASA GRAY, M. D.
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Fig. 3. Tide page of Gray's The Botanical Text-book (



No prefece was written for this book, but Gray provided some com-
ments about the first edition (1842) in the prefece of the second edition

(1845). Both students and botanists using the book gave favorable opin-
ions which satisfied the author, even through the book was prepared in

great haste and carried rapidly through the press. Gray agreed that the text

arrangement was satisfactory, but he desired to prepare an even better book.
After the Text-book appeared, Gray enthusiastically wrote (J.L. Gray 1 :297

1893) to John Torrey, 3 January 1843, commenting on a review from a

British journal:

The Deccmk-rnumb.r(,f-[rlK-l •Annals and ALma/nu-ofNaiundlhstorv-IlO- ^52-
354. 1S42] (ol which Pn.fl-sscM- Half(,ur ,s the boranuaU-d, tor) conr inis 'i vrrv mm-

Additionally, on the foreign scene, Gray's British friend William J.
Hooker, in the London Journal of Botany (1:636. 1842) referred to Gray's
second book as

mass of usefu 1 informarion, ... most perspicuou sly detailed, and
lorei ntelligibl, ? to the student, by the well execute ed figures, which
work ed in witl 1 the type. Weare much mistaken jf this doles] not

A short review in The Gardeners Magazine (2, 3rd sen: 634. 1842) con-
ducted by J.C. Loudon of London stated that Gray's Botanical-Textbook "ap-
pears to us a very excellent work. . . . [with] numerous woodcuts, which are
very well executed; and the paper, type, and printing, are equal to those of
any London publication."

The German botanist D.F.L. von Schlechtendal {Botamsche Zettung 1:50-
51. 1 843) made several comments, as noted in translation: ( 1 ) the printing
and paper were superb making a positive impression, (2) the woodcuts
were very clean, clear, and distinct, (3) the representative plants, taken
from the North American flora, made the book especially interesting to
European botanists, and (4) although concisely conceived and only intended
for the beginner, Gray's text book touched upon everything interesting



The Text Book of Dr. Gray, affords at once the most compendious and satisfactory

view of the vegetable kingdom which has yet been offered, in an elementary treatise,

to the American public. In a style remarkable for its correctness and perspicuity,

the author has traced and unfolded the vegetable structure, from its simplest forms

up to its most complicated and elaborate developments. He has presented us with

the first principles of the science, in accordance with the . . . ["admirable doctrine of

vegetable metamorphosis"] ... by which the external organs of plants are gradually

modified, or metamorphosed, from the crude cotyledons of the germinating seed,

Darlington also pointed out that with this textbook, "the teachers of

botany . . . may speedily elevate the study to its legitimate rank among the

natural sciences... . [The student's] faculties of observation and compari-

son ... [will be] exercised according to the strictest rules of logic and phi-

losophy." As Darlington further elaborated, the student can learn the true

characters of the plants, to judge their economic value, and derive pleasure

from studying the science itself These advantages "may be confidently

expected from the general introduction and proper use of the Botanical

Text Book, ..."

Second, in the North American Review (56:192-207. 1843), George B.

Emerson discussed and analyzed in detail various topics about plants in

Gray's Textbook, including the movement of fluids in roots and stems, the

theory of the transformation of leaves, the structure and symmetry doc-

trine of leaf arrangement, food and nutrition, and essential elements. The

reviewer questioned Gray's introduction of the Natural System of plant

classification in a basic textbook, when in reality the long-used Linnaean

System of Classification had proven efficient and dependable for the begin-

ning botanist in learning the organization of plants and their binomial

Reviewer Emerson, howe

at botany has become mor

ceofthat time period, St.

;ver, did recognize Gray's efforts to the e:

e than what Linnaeus had provided to his ;

iting that Gray's

...book puts withm the read-

knowledge of the Jussieus, ofL .innaeus, of Richard, DeCandolle, and Robert Brov

pkn,^"^lmc!^cori^,t!!'l^lr ZZTZllTCZTyll^.
'"''"' °'""'"

Through his efforts of wn
rve science, and at the san

iting The Botanical Text-hook (1842) Gray c

-le time, also serve the general public. Hi:

ond edition appeared m 1845, and Gray referi

(p. [9]) as a



Believing that systematic botany is best studied when grounded upon struc-

tural and physiological botany, Gray wrote (1845) in the preface (p. 10)

that these latter topics have been

North American Reiieu (61 254-258 1845) The reviewer, George B.

Emerson, stated that this new edition was necessary

Amongother changes were the doubling of the number of illustrative wo(

cuts and changes in style to render a more flowing narrative. The book ^

noted in the same review as being

' Review {61 -A^O-IQI ]

writing and proofreadii

ling Gray's 1845 editi

at thev were

xpressed design, to furnish classes i

D.F.L von Schlechtendal {BotanischeZeitimg 4 98-100 1846), the Gerrr

botanist, repeated that the examples from the North American flora se



nd the work, buthew 'as highly ,
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JcLits. However, it seems to us that some
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fany other colors. essential oils, or other
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1 grains. Moreover, no

r of the uniform green

study of botany even

dounds to the author's joy and honor. Printing and paper are excellent.

THIRD EDITION OF THIi TEXTBOOK(1850);

COMPETITORWITH WOOlVsCLASS-BOOK(1843)

About 1843 or 1844, Alphonso Wood, a teacher at an academy in

Menden, New Hampshire, who professed an mterest m botany, came to

talk with Gray on two occasions, proposing a joint-effort in writing a bo-

tanical textbook. Wood wanted to have a textbook for secondary schools

which would also serve as a manual based on the Natural System of

classification for the plants of the region. Like Amos Eaton, he thought

practical plant collecting and identification, rather than structural-physi-

ological botany was the proper approach for a beginning course, and hence

Gray's Botamcal Text-book (1842) was the primary target for replacement

(Lyon 1939, p. 18; Willis 1881, pp. 54-55).

Wood's production was his Class-book of Botany (1845), and upon its

appearance was destined to do more damage to the discipline of botany

than threatening the income from Gray's text-book. Wood's book, accord-

ing to Lyon (1939, p. 18), was fresh, complete, and original for its empha-

field work. It ,included th e fur idamt sof form and function of

nd was notable for Its dest :npti ons ol Fpi. ints 1in common language

simple and ace :urate. The boo! c was app ropri ate for Wood's "edu-

scheme of its t ime and ar ouse( J the of younger people in

ts," (Lyon 1939 ^p.l8).In thei: )refac( ^oftheS( ?cond and sometimes

;tions of his Class-Book, VC^ood (184 7, P'. 3) stated that his book

he basic elemer usofbotan y ace ordm: thel atest authorities, and

tten in the fori nnofsimpl e proposit ions , bri efiy illustrated, with



short paragraphs for the convenience of the learner. For students who aim
toward a much higher level of botanical understanding, Wood wrote, "it

affords us pleasure to be able to recommend . . . the full and elaborate 'Text

Book' of Dr. Asa Gray, —an American work of the highest merit." Gray did

not have a glowing opinion of Wood's Class-hook (1845). He noticed that it

gave only scant coverage to anatomical and physiological botany and fea-

mere hst of families, as m Cirays' Text-hook, bur with a brief English de-

Gray's mind, Wood's classification should not be allowed to become the

standard guide for American plants. Ciray immediately went to work to

produce his own competing botanical Manual (1848) and followed soon
after with a rewritten and enlarged third edition of his Botanical Text-book

(1 850), only rtve years from the issuance of the second edition (Gray 1845).

The beginning of the prefece (p. {v]) in this third edition is the same as in

again almost entirely rewritten ... much enlarged ... the symmetry and
morphology of the flower [has] . . . been altogether recast and greatly ex-

tended." In a letter of 2 April 1850 to William J. Hooker Q-L. Gray 1:368.

1893), Gray noted:

By the time this third edition appeared, Gray had been to Europe a

second time, primarily to study specimens of North American plants de-

posited in European herbaria. The only review seen of this third edition is

by von Schlechtendal {Botanische Zeitung 9:157-158. 1851), who stated in

Tcxr-BOo/c( 185 3, 1858)

of the

t

extbook, the fourth (1853) and 1 the hfth( 1858), the

title /;//; rod// ct ion to Str//ct//ral and Systen/ at/c Botany, appeared

decade . The preface to the fourtli edi ition(1853,p.vi)is

Zlll
he third (1850), but wirh the added notation:

y in the
[
.arts which relate to Vegetable Anar omy and Physiology,

ition of a short Chapter on the Fecundation



The preface to the fifth edition (1858, p. [iii}) is similar to t

)urth edition (1853), but contains the following additional i

physiological
)

ion and of the ^

Dart of the work, anc

Natural System, have 1

de as the advanced st

1 the chapters

been again aln

ace of our knc

; continued exp er.ence in teaching h^

t of this part of the v(

;tudy in our colleges,

is suggested. 1

)lume, which,

No reviews have been located for the fourth edition; a short review no-

tice for the fifth edition (1858) appeared in the April number of the North

American Review (86:587. 1858). The anonymous writer noted the immea-

surable superiority of the natural system on a scientific basis, but that only

a very brief skeleton-outline of the Linnaean system was provided in the

book. The reviewer believed a more extensive account of the Linnaean sys-

tem should have been included, because of an old love for that system. The

Linnaean system was helpful in the identification of plants in flower by the

novice in botany. Despite this exception, "Dr. Gray's Text-Book in its present

form exists ... [as a] more perfect or satisfying manual for the student or

the proficient [individual] in botanical science." Another writer, Isabella

James, in the October number of the North American Review (87:326. 1858)

compared this fifth edition with Gray's first edition of 1836, pointing out

that this edition (1858) is twice the size, printed on better paper, entirely

rewritten, and supplied with numerous illustrations, "from the hand of

Mr. Isaac Spraguc, who has received the well-merited title of the most

accurate of living botanical artists." This writer also stated that Gray's Bo-

tanical Text-book gained consideration abroad and "that for some years it

was used as the class-book in the University of Edinburgh —a compliment

seldom paid to American works, ..."

Gray's textbook was essentially written for college students and pre-

sented the rapidly developing and changing ideas in botanical science.

Consequently, a great void existed for younger students who needed a sim-

pler work, and by the 1850s most secondary and elementary schools in the

country were incorporating botanical study into their curriculum. By 1855

Aiplionso Woodwas industriously reaping profits with his Class-Book, now

in its 41st printing (Lyon 1939, p. 82). What was Gray to do about this

gap at the elementary level of the textbook series?

WRITING BOOKSFORYOUNGERMINDS (1857, 1858)

Gray's publisher, G.P. Putnam and Company, had financial difficulties

in 1854, and Gray shifted his books to Ivison and Phinney, NewYork, who

were active textbook publishers. Under pressure from them, Gray wrote
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his First Lessons in Botany and Vegetable Physiology (1857), designed for high

school students (Fig. 4). It was reprinted over several years, with the title

changed to Gray's Lessons in Botany, and later combined with his book Field,

Forest, and Garden Botany (1868) to make a single volume called Gray's

School and Field Book of Botany (1868) (Appendix II).

Gray believed that the basics of Botany was "one of the most generally

interesting of the Natural Sciences, [and] surely ought to be taught, and to

be taught correctly, as far as the instruction proceeds." These words came
from his First Lessons (1857, preface (p. [iii}). The book was

Pennsylvania botanist Thomas C Porter {American Journal of Science and
rts li-A?)9-AA0. 1857) wrote a most favorable review of Gray's First Les-

ns{l^51):

e//^Ky (9:154-160. 1857) stated:
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i analyst . . . The genen

St good indigei

t an urgent wan

The reviewer made some critical remarks about tiie illustrations,

order of presentation for certain selected terms referring to the organ

plants, the failure to define a few words used, and the sketchy accoun

the procedures for collecting plants and making an herbarium.

D.F.L. von Schlechtendal {Botamsche Zettung 16:151. 1858), the Gerr
botanist, made several specific comments saying that the book:

Because Giays rexi books wtit consukicd b\ man\ ctkicatois as too ad-

vanced for a Ui^t poition of the textbook market, Giav worked many eve-

nings prepai ing a simpkM book, Ilou Phnih Ciou ( 1 858), written for 'young

peopk- and common scliools, as stared on the title page (Tig 5) Ii too, was
reprinted foi man> years These two elementary books differed from the

advanced textbook only in being less compkx, but not in content or mode
of presentation Grays effort was to make real science easy and simple foi

the voungci minds Gray lealizcd $500 to S6()0 per >eai'fr-om the sale of

the 1850s wcie invoked with the writing of these textbooks Grays atti-

tud( about producing them was stated in a communication (J L Gray 2 438
189.)) of 26 Apiil 1856 to his Bntish botanical friend George Bcnthttm.

My last book [How Plants Grow (1858)} in elementary botany is now just off my

Gray's reasons for writing textbooks for the elementary student are fur-

ther elaborated in a letter of 15 May 1857 to the Rev. R.W. Church, who
was the rector of Whaley, a village in Scotland G-L. Gray 2:429-430. 1893):



liotciKU for gonng |£Oi?le anb Common St^ools.

HOWPLANTS GROW,

entary book {First Lessons (1857)1 I have prepared as an introduction to

ite science, finding there was no one in use here which I thought fit to put

lands of young beginners. Here botany is taught, somehow or other, in r

jls, and generally by incompetent teachers from wretched books, i.e., t



As stated in Gray's introductory comments (p. 2) to How Plants Groiu

(1858), "this book is intended to teach Young People how to begin to read"

about the vegetable kingdom. Conceived as the first of a tvv^o-part work on
"Botany for Young People and CommonSchools," this book has two major
parts. The "First Part" considers how plants grow, and what rhpjr pfirrs nr

organs ate, how pLmts are piopagatcd or mukiphed in numbers, wh\ plants

grow, and how plants are classified, named and studied ] he Second Part

consists of a popular floi a foi IxginnLis loi c lassih inu and describing com
mon wild and cultivated plants of iIk coliiuiv I ollowing these paits is a

dictionary of botanical terms used in this liook

Shghtlv o\ci a vcai later on 1 June 1S5S iftci lion Plants Gum (1858)
had been published C,i iv sent the Rev C huich a copv of that book, with
thefollowinP Icrtei (1 L Ci ix 2 m-i4^ 18Q^^

2nd ser , 26 1

Thcwoik ,s

In the Octobei numbet of y\w//; Atnuuan Ru /cu (87 o22-^26 185c^

Isabella James stated with reference to Gra> s two books for young peopl
Thernstlesmn (185^) and the Hon Plants G>ou (1858)



IHow Plants Grow (1858)] ... may be truly call< ;d a wonderful book. T

s thoroughly scientific, and yet so clear and simple that even a little child c

stand It, and become interested m the subject. It IS not, like some popu

/oung as to become a we

,re'l'whereTcirnceTs"dibte7toThTlim^^^^^ standard, as if to keep t

anged and designed so

seize upon, and comprehend, the principal featu: res of the vegetable wor;

Whena work like this, combining in so rare a mar iner the two sterling qua

excellence and cheapness, adapted expressly to yo ung persons, and arrang

e use of schools, emanates from the highest bota: meal authority, we trus

Botanical historian Frederick Brendel (1879, p. 754) wrote, "For until

Prof, A. Gray's popular book, 'How Plants Grow' appeared in 1858, not a

single work of any importance [for young people] was published in this

country." In France, in the Bulletin de la Societe Botanique (15:655-656.

1858), an anonymous writer noted that "L' execution typographique en est

fort remarquable," for the 500 figures drawn by Isaac Sprague, the most

accurate botanical illustrator of that time (Rudolph 1990).

SIXTH EDITION (1879, 1885)

Twenty years passed before Gray returned in the late 1870s to the task of

revising the fifth edition of his Text-hook (1858). In 1872, Gray contem-

plated doing the revision, but time proving insufficient, he asked George

L. Goodale, his new colleague, to help in its preparation. Goodale came to

Harvard University in the fall of 1872 to assume some of the regular classes

taught by Gray. During the following year Gray retired from classroom

teaching, and Goodale received the appointment as Fisher Professor of

Natural History. Much new information had become available in the now-

expanding and more widely developing botanical discipline since the fifth

edition was published, and Gray conceived that the new version would

need to be expanded into several parts.

A four-volume effort was envisioned, and the first volume on Structural



Botany (1879), concerning the morphology, taxonomy, and phytography of

phanerogams was, compared to previous editions, entirely rewritten by Gray.

According to the preface (p. [iii]):

After the Lx)ok was available. Gray maded one to George Engelmann, 22

May 1879 Q L Gray 2 687 1893), notmg "I send you by mad a copy of

my new 'Text-Book.' You see I relegate to other hands the anatomy, physi-

ology, and cryptogamia, —glad to be rid of them." Indeed, not all of the

usual botanical information was included in the first volume of the new

In the extensive review of the Sixth Edition, Gray's colleague George L.

Good3.\e{AmertcanJournalofSdence and Arts 118:73-76. 1879), reminded

the reader that in Gray's first book. The Elements of Botany (1836):

The plan o

developed

Henry Trimen, the editor of TAt joiDihil <ij Botun\ Ihitnh audi oitign ne

ser (8 25 3-254 1879), pubhshed at the British Museum m London al

reviewed Gray s sixth edition, Part I (1879) Alter notmg that the book
'

strictly devoted to the moiphological anatomy of Phanerogams with se



The whole has been entirely re-written, and it is scarcely necessary to

say, well written. Dr. Gray is able to convey strictly technical instruction in

the attractive and easy style only reached by a few masters.

Charles E. Bessey, one of Gray's former students who became a distin-

guished teacher of botany, wrote in the A;/^erif^/;2N^tera/w/ (14:870. 1880),

that Gray's Sixth Edition (1879) ranked "as one of the best books on struc-

tural botany extant." An anonymous reviewer in the Bulletin de la Societe

Botanique de France (26:165. 1879) commented on its successful perfection,

as were each of the previous editions.

Later, George L. Goodale published the second volume on Physiological

Botany (1885), but the two remaining planned volumes were never pub-

lished. Gray's other colleague William G. Farlow was to write the third

volume on an Introduction to Cryptogamic Botany, both Structural and System-

atic, and Gray the fourth volume on a Sketch of the Natural Orders of

Phanerogamous Plants, Including Their Special Morphology, Classification, Dis-

tribution, and Products. Farlow (1890) wrote: "It is deeply to be regretted

that he [Gray} was never able to write this volume, for it would have en-

abled him to present the general views on classification derived from a long

and exceptionally rich experience." He did not comment on why his own

volume number three also was not written.

An anonymous reviewer of Goodale's Physiological Botany (1885) in the

Botanical Gazette (10:392-393. 1885) wrote:

... here is a really new book; nor new in its facts, of course, bur essenrially new in

rhe arrangement, and thoroughly original in the presentation of them ... {A} very

J.C. Arthur (1895, pp. 369-370) spoke of Goodale's Part II as a work

3vering a broad scope, including histology, anatomy, and ecology, as well

5 physiology proper. Of the last item, he recognized it as

. [Goodale's book} appeared . . . first,



page, a simple inrrcKluc tion lo sriiu ti

trated wirh ^00 uooci cn^maMiins h

his writing of rexLbooks for chilclrer

Hoiv Plenum Behave ( 1 8^2), which as sr.

a topic to which he "long wished lo i

described that topic as being

GraydiscL issed thrc e ma)or topic' , in Uou' Plants Behave (1872): (1) The
motions of pi ants inch adm^climbin ^S(2)r 'lants that arc c arnivorous, and

(3) the fertih. .ationufi plants by msec t.. The se themes are d iscussed in "the

simplest and {yet] mo; ive Stat ement" made by the author, as

noted by the Rev. C.E. Bollesinthe/ \merkan ' Naturalist {G-A 75-477.1872).
This reviewei r stated ft irther that Dr . Gray

Bulletin of the Torrey Botanical Club (3:35.
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a small book, The Elements of Botany . . . (1887) containing in an abbreviated

format the substance of the earlier Structural Botany Textbook (1879), as well

as some chapters on cryptogams. He chose the same title for this book as he

had for his earliest book in 1836, but since those copies were long out-of-

print and rarely seen, he saw no inconvenience by reusing the former title.

The book was identified on the title page as being "for beginners and for

schools." It also replaced his Lessons in Botany andVegetable Physiology {1^51),

published 30 years previously. As stated in the Elements' preface (pp. {iii}-

iv), the book was for beginners learning structural botany and the prin-

ciples of plant life, mostly as they pertained to flowering plants, "with

which botanical instruction should always begin" to quote Gray. The book

was also to be a companion and interpreter for his Manuals and Floras.

. . . this treatise should teach that the study of botany is not the learning of names

and terms, but the acquisition of knowledge and ideas... . the Glossary ... has been

considerably enlarged. It ... include[s} not merely the common terms of botanical

George L. Goodale, in his review in the American Journal of Science and Arts

(134:495. 1887), described Gray s Elements (1887), as a new work differing

. . . mmany features from any of its predecessors. It embodies the grammar of Orga-

Charles E. Bessey, recognized as a master of the botany teaching p:

sion, wrote a review in the American Naturalist (22:46-47. 1888), cor

ing in numerous details Gray's first Elements (1836) and this Elements (1

For example, in the first book, 18 pages were written on the Linnaean S

System, and 44 pages were devoted to the Natural System, which wa;

essary to justify its inclusion. In this book

Deane (1888, p. 65), Gray's friend and obituary author, noted

; "two books are a most fitting Alpha and Omega to his industri-

Of the latter], he always spoke with much enthusiasm in regard

v^ised work and seemed much pleased with the result."



concerning Gray's Elements (1887):

can be no doubt chat this is the best book for us purpose that we now Inave,

This writer pointed out errors in the use of anatomical terminology and the

choice of poorly illustrated "old figures," hut concliicled with a

ing in the Jo/mial of Botany British

1 a review of Gray's El.e?Nents (1887):

Charles Bessey (1888, ].. 280) considered Asa Gray "a great man." As a

NewYork village school hoy. Gray was "so far removed from all incentives

to the study of science,
I nevertheless he became] the future leader of one of

the great branches ofsuence m America."

With Gray's death on ^0 January 1888, the pen of nineteenth century

America's greatest botanical textbook writer was laid to rest. Joseph D.

Hooker (1 888) wrote after Gray's death:

ing of botanic
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Asa Gray's recognition as the foremost nineteenthn

North America was earned not only becau

mvestigati , but also as an author of s

'al of the Botany of the Northern United States (1848-

1908). These books described the species and provided keys for their

identification. Gray also may be recognized with this distinguished title

because of his authorship of 1 1 different editions of textbooks of botany. In

these books Gray developed botany into a more precise science, as he drew

from the great Swedish botanist, Carolus Linnaeus, the French botanists A.

P. de Candolle, A. L. de Jussieu, C. F. Mirbel, and Achille Richard, and the

Englishmen Robert Brown and John Lindley. He ignored or chose not to

extract from the German writers, who were well advanced in experimental

laboratory approaches in the teaching and researching of botany. These ap-

proaches had not yet been inaugurated in the schools teaching botany in

the United States except for the early efforts of Charles E. Bessey.

Gray's textbooks were original and fulfilled the needs of the time. They

were in demand as both the purchasing population and the scientific infor-

mation about the plants expanded. New editions with broader dimensions

for different audiences became a necessity, and consequently previous edi-

tions were revised, rewritten, or expanded. After 1858, his books under-

went many printings. As an example of the usefulness and demand for

Gray's textbooks, Stuart G. Noble in his A History of American Education

(1954) wrote that Gray's How Plants Grow (1858) was continued in use

until 1900. From 1896 to 1900 it was



became formal and highly technical.

After Gray's death, no one continued preparing revisions of his textbooks,

and thus both their use and usefulness ceased. At the end of the nineteenth

century, the German modeled botanical teaching laboratory was developed
in the United States (Rudolph 1996). New textbooks were designed for

Special thanks go to: (1) William R. Burk, Biology Librarian, Univer-
sity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, who located most of the book re-

Warnement, Librarian, Harvard f Iniversity Botany Libraries, Cambridge,
who ]irovidecl some of the book reviews and photocopies of prefatory pages
of several textbooks; (3) Jimmy Drckerson, Chemistry Librarian, Umver-
siry of North Carolma at Chapel Hill, who translated the reviews of D.F.L.

von Schlechtendal mto English. Most of Gray's textbooks discussed in this

paper are in the Emanuel D. Rudolph collection in the Herbarium Library
at The Ohio State University. Some of the reviews and textbooks were ob-
tained for examination from the Marston Science Library at the University

of Florida, Gainesville.
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